DIARY FROM THE FIELD

The Federal College of Education Islamabad has always shown exemplary performance in the Punjab University examinations. As usual, the result of B.Ed Session 2010-2011 was outstanding. Nabeela Hafeez Roll No. 821 (Morning Shift) obtained 836 marks with 1st position in University of the Punjab. Anam Shafique Roll No. 920 (Evening Shift) got 2nd position in Punjab University securing 835 marks. Najma Shafique Roll No. 936 (Morning Shift) secured 3rd Position in University obtaining 801 marks. The percentage of result remained 82%. The results of M.A Pervious, M.A final and M.Ed were also worth praising. Maximum students got 1st divisions. Sonia Sadaf, Kausar Jamal, Faiza Mehmood M.A Pervious got 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions respectively in the college. The percentage of result was 95%. Maryam Younis, Samina Sarwar and Yasira Altaf M.A Final were declared 1st, 2nd and 3rd position holders respectively in FCE. The result remained 96%.

FINAL TERM EXAMINATIONS OF ALL PROGRAMMES

The final term examinations of all programmes except B.S.Ed II & III Profs were being conducted from 11-06-2012 to 21-06-2012. The students of B.S.Ed II & III Profs, in addition to class tests, took regular classes to complete their remaining courses for the annual university examination.

3rd CONTACTS OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

The 3rd and final Professional Practice experience/phase of B.Ed is a minimum of 45 days in the assigned schools of ICT. During this time period, the prospective teachers assume more of the functions and duties of regular classroom teachers. By the end of this period they are able to conduct the whole setup of experiences and theories they acquire in FCE. This year students of M.A Education (Final) and B.Ed observed a successful teaching practice in the schools allotted by Federal Directorate of Education Islamabad. The teaching faculty of respective subjects from FCE visited the assigned schools regularly to observe/check the lessons planned and lessons delivered by prospective teachers. The three stakeholders i.e. FCE, FDE and family schools showed their full satisfaction on the successful completion of this important phase of teaching.

NEW JOININGS

It is good augury that after a long time three lecturers namely Ms.Kaukab, Mr.Khadim Hussain and Mr. Ghulam Murtaza in the subjects of Organic Chemistry, Physics and In-organic Chemistry respectively joined FCE after being recommended by Federal Public Service Commission. The existing faculty of FCE is glad to receive the new young faculty members. Their joining will no doubt improve the teaching facilities at FCE through their regular and sincere inputs.
THE VIVA VOCE EXAMINATIONS OF B.S.ED 3RD PROFESSIONALS

The viva voce of thesis examination of B.S.Ed 3rd professionals was held on 03-05-2012 and 04-05-2012 in FCE. Examiners from IER University of the Punjab conducted the viva examination. The examiners were impressed by the research work of students and supervisors.

AWARD OF SCHOLARSHIPS OF CIDA PROJECT

Need for providing financial support to the candidates of B.Ed and B.S.Ed final Profs is acute to high training cost involved. The professional grooming continues to expand; the demand for professionally qualified teachers would persist in future. In this regard, scholarship of Rs: 3000 per month was provided to both male and female students of B.Ed and B.S.Ed final class. This year (2011-2012) 126 students of B.Ed (Morning & Evening shifts) and 43 students of B.S.Ed final were awarded this scholarship. The Director Federal College of Education Ms. Rashada Fatima distributed the scholarships.

PHYSICAL STRENGTHENING OF FCE UNDER CIDA PROJECT

There is provision of strengthening the teacher training institutions under CIDA Project. The training capacity of FCE is impaired due to insufficient financial allocations for upgrading existing facilities. To enable the college functions effectively a handsome amount had been allocated. In this respect FCE has floated tenders at PEPRA website and print media. An amount of Rs: 2.5 million is expected to be incurred on this purchase. This will help to furnish the newly constructed hostel of FCE and it would become fully operational. Other articles would help the security system of FCE and educational facilities would be enhanced and strengthened.

MODEL LESSONS OF B.S.Ed I & II PROFESSIONALS

The model lessons of B.S.Ed I & II Professionals were conducted from 16-04-2012 to 26-04-2012 in IMCG I-9/ I Islamabad and IMCB G-9/I Islamabad respectively. The students delivered excellent lectures / presentations on topics from Physics, Chemistry, Maths and Biology. The external examiner appointed by University of the Punjab appreciated students’ performance and declared the lectures/ presentations of many students were outstanding and they would be excellent future teachers.

TRAINING OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS TEACHERS & HEAD TEACHERS UNDER CIDA

There are a large number of elementary schools teachers in ICT (FDE) possessing academic qualifications however, lacked in professional qualifications described for elementary schools teachers. Obviously those elementary schools teachers who do not possess the required professional qualifications need intensive training in classroom teaching techniques in various subjects at elementary school level.
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The model lessons of B.S.Ed I & II Professionals were conducted from 16-04-2012 to 26-04-2012 in IMCG I-9/ I Islamabad and IMCB G-9/I Islamabad respectively. The students delivered excellent lectures / presentations on topics from Physics, Chemistry, Maths and Biology. The external examiner appointed by University of the Punjab appreciated students’ performance and declared the lectures/ presentations of many students were outstanding and they would be excellent future teachers.

JOINING OF NEW LECTURERS

It is good augury that after a long time three lecturers namely Ms.Kaukab, Mr.Khadim Hussain and Mr. Ghulam Murtaza in the subjects of Organic Chemistry, Physics and In-organic Chemistry respectively joined FCE after being recommended by Federal Public Service Commission. The existing faculty of FCE is glad to receive the new young faculty members. Their joining will no doubt improve the teaching facilities at FCE through their regular and sincere inputs.

THE VIVA VOCE EXAMINATION OF THESIS OF B.S.ED 3rd PROFESSIONALS

The viva voce of thesis examination of B.S.Ed 3rd professionals was held on 03-05-2012 and 04-05-2012 in FCE. Examiners from IER University of the Punjab conducted the viva examination. The examiners were impressed by the research work of students and supervisors.

2ND/FINAL TERM EXAMINATION OF ALL PROGRAMMES

The 2nd / final term examinations of all programmes except B.S.Ed II & III Profs were being conducted from 11-06-2012 to 21-06-2012 FCE. The students of B.S.Ed II & III Profs, in addition to class tests, took regular classes to complete their remaining courses for the annual university examination. These home exams would help students in preparation for their final examination of University of the Punjab. The presence of all students was mandatory and their attendance was found satisfactory. All faculty members would submit their results prior to summer vocation and show and discuss papers with students in their classes.

COLLEGE TRIP

The Federal College of Education as per annual schedule arranged a one day recreational / study trip of M.A final and B.Ed to Khanpur Dam and Abbottabad. At Khanpur Dam, the students enjoyed boating and camel riding. The college buses reached river Harnoi at around 1:00 pm where students were served lunch. After taking lunch, the students scattered here and there
enjoy charming scenery of the location and took pictures with their teachers.

STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS
The students’ council is the student’s organization intends to help promote institution / college spirit and leadership among students. The college student’s council positions are:
1. President
2. Vice – President
3. General Secretary
4. Joint Secretary
5. Treasurer
The college council conducted elections for the above positions on 22-03-2012 in the college campus.
The elected candidates and their posts are as under:
1. Ms. Toheed Zahra (M-Ed), President, elected unopposed
2. Mr.Sharif Ullah (B.Ed), Vice- President
3. Ms. Maryam Jahangir (B.S.Ed 3rd Prof) General Secretary.
4. Ms.Kousar Jamal (M.A Final) Joint Secretary
5. Ms.Tahreem Zafar (B.S.Ed 2nd Prof) Treasurer

AWARD OF SCHOLARSHIPS UNDER CANIDIAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (CIDA PROJECT)
Need for providing financial support to the candidates of B-Ed and B.S.Ed final Profs is acute to high training cost involved. The professional grooming continues to expand; the demand for professionally qualified teachers would persist in future. In this regard, scholarship of Rs: 3000 per month was provided to both male and female students of B-Ed and B.S.Ed final class. This year (2011-2012) _________________ students of B-Ed (Morning & Evening shifts) and ________________ and students of B.S.Ed final were awarded this scholarship. The total costs of students scholarship is Rs: _______________. The Director Federal College of Education Ms. Rashada Fatima distributed the scholarships.

PYYCYIAL STRENTHENING UNDER CIDA PROJECT
There is provision of strengthening the teacher training institutions under CIDA Project. The training capacity of FCE is impaired due to insufficient financial allocations for upgrading existing facilities. To enable the college functions effectively a handsome amount had been allocated. In this respect FCE has floated tenders at PEPRA website and print media. An amount of Rs: 2.5 million is expected to be incurred on this purchase. This will help to furnish the newly constructed hostel of FCE and it would become fully operational. Other articles would help the security system of FCE and educational facilities would be enhanced and strengthened.

TRAINING OF ELEMENTRY SCHOOL TEACHERS & HEAD TEACHER UNDER CIDA
There are a large number of elementary schools teachers in ICT (FDE) possessing academic qualifications however, lacked in professional qualifications described for elementary schools teachers. Obviously those elementary schools teachers who do not possess the required professional qualifications need intensive training in classroom teaching techniques in various subjects at elementary schools level. This target group is focused in the training programmes undertaken through CIDA project. This year (2011-2012), 837 Elementary Schools Teachers and 73 Head Teachers were trained and targets of the year have been achieved. Twenty one (21) training workshops of Elementary Schools Teachers have been conducted in three batches at seven area training venues i.e. IMS G-9/3, IMS I-8/1, IMS Humak, IMS GNHC, IMSJhang Sayyedan, IMCG Golrha and FEDERAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION H- 9 ISLAMABAD. Each training workshop consisted of a group of forty participants. Two batches Of thirty five Head Teachers each were trained at IMS G-9/3 and FEDERAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION H- 9 ISLAMABAD.

FCE ANNOUNCES SUMMER VACATIONS
The college will remain closed for summer vacations from 25-06-2012 and will reopen after Eid Ul Fitre on 03-09-2012. However, administrative staff will be present to perform their regular duties. During summer vacations, admission notice in various programmes will be sent to print media. The new classes will commence in 1st week of September 2012. In summer vacations all other administrative and routine works will be performed as usual. The office will remain opened during office hours from Monday to Friday at 8:30 am to 3:00 pm.

2ND /FINAL TERM EXAMINATION OF ALL PROGRAMMES
The 2nd / final term examinations of all programmes except B.S.Ed II & III Profs were being conducted from 11-06-2012 to 21-06-2012 FCE. The students of B.S.Ed II & III Profs, in addition to class tests, took regular classes to complete their remaining courses for the annual
university examination. These home exams would help students in preparation for their final examination of University of the Punjab. The presence of all students was mandatory and their attendance was found satisfactory. All faculty members were advised to submit their results prior to summer vocations and show and discuss papers with students in their classes.
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